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Heavy Lifting: Ren School Food and Book Drives  
In November, Stacie Carney organized a food drive for the 

Oregon Food Bank, which distributed more than 1 million 

emergency food boxes in 2014, a 41% increase since 2008. Erin 

Dinks also put together two Saturday volunteering opportunities 

at the Food Bank, at which 45 Ren parents and students 

participated. Oregon has one of the highest rates of food 

insecurity in the nation and is 10th for childhood food insecurity, 

with over 27% of children going hungry. Ren School families 

donated 378 pounds of food. Thanks to all who volunteered and 

brought in food! There will likely be another Ren volunteering 

opportunity this spring, but you can always volunteer on your 

own. 

In December, Etain Frager and 

Sam Swartley helped Jenn 

Schuberth organize a book drive 

for the Children’s Book Bank, 

which provides free books to 

children who might not otherwise 

have books in their own homes. 

In low- income neighborhoods, 

the ratio of books to children is 1 

book for every 300 children. Ren 

School donated 604 books. Kids (6+) and adults can volunteer 

to clean and sort books: www.childrensbookbank.org 

 

Grab Your Partner! 
The Ren School dance floor has taken its licks 

from ballerinas to waltzing flutterbies and now 

can add square dancers to the list. Thanks to 

Christy Strange and Bryan Potter, Maggie Lind 

and her old time band led over fifty adults and 

kids in easy to follow square dances. Reports 

of the event indicate that everyone in 

attendance worked up a sweat and was well 

fed. If you would like to be involved in future 

parent-initiatied events, or would like to do the initiating, please 

contact Christy Strange at cstrange@integraonline.com  

In-School Events 

 Wed. 2/11, Jungle Book at  

        NWCT  (dress up day) 

Thurs. 2/12, 100th Day of School 

Fri. 2/13, Notice of Return due; 

   Report cards go home; 

   Children’s Authors’ Tea 

                      (dress up day) 

Wed. 2/18, 6-8, Ren Community  

         Forum (RCF) 

Mon. 3/2, Deposits due for 2015- 

        2016 school year    

        ($500/child, non-refundable) 

Tues. 3/3, Oregon Symphony    

         (dress up day) 

Sat. 3/14, 10-2, Pi Day Outdoor   

         Spruce Up 

Thur. 3/19, 3-5, Learning  

        Celebration (school in    

         session Friday, 3/20) 

Fri. 3/20, Spring Elective Forms  

         Due 

Mon. 4/6, Third Trimester Begins 
 

 

School Closures 
Mon. 1/19      MLK Jr. Day 

Mon. 2/16     Presidents Day 

Spring Hiatus: 

3/23-3/26    Spring Break Hiatus  

                Week I  

       (no school Mar 27)  

3/30-4/2      Spring Break Hiatus   

                      Week II  

                     (no school April 3) 

Attendance during Spring Hiatus is 

optional.  

Have an event/story? 

newsletter@portlandrenschool.org 

Renaissance News 
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Spring Break Hiatus 
Spring Break at Ren School is two weeks long and some students 

take off the entire hiatus. However, many other students 

participate in one or two 

optional hiatus sessions at the 

Ren School. The hiatus sessions 

are structured as four-day 

special projects and taught by 

Ren faculty. Each session runs 

Monday through Thursday, 

from 8-2, with no class on 

Fridays. These sessions are not required, but if students sign up 

for a session, they are required to attend all four days. Last year, 

projects included the building of an elaborate Rube Goldberg 

machine that extended through three classrooms, as well as 

castle building and other such fun. In late February we will send 

out a call for participation to assess staffing needs and 

registration will be due by March 6th. 

 
Electives 
Our electives are amazing opportunities for children to work 

alongside adults who have passion and expertise in specialized 

fields.  We thank Adam for bringing together such a diverse and 

interesting set of classes each trimester.  We are also indebted to 

our parents who offered to teach last term:  Emily Maruna 

(sewing), Chris Hurtt 

(photography), and Jenny 

Baines (room 

design).  We have a very 

talented community of 

parents!  We are also 

indebted to Cheryl 

Meehan for joining us this 

winter to instruct children 

in using microscopes.  

 

Thank You Note(s) 
We appreciate the amazing design and production skills of 

parent-team Jenn and Josh Nusbaum (Waternot Design).  Just as 

we closed our winter work, we received our first-ever Waterknot 

cards, complete with an embossed blessing authored by our 

children during our first year in the NWCT, and brilliant purple 

embossed envelopes. Such a pleasure to use and receive!  

Fundraising at Ren 

Thank you to Jenn Pagliaro who 

organized the Equal Exchange 

Fundraiser, which raised just over 

$500. Equal Exchange is a leader 

in the fair trade movement, 

providing producers of goods 

such as chocolate, coffee and 

avocados with a market for their 

products. They are also a worker-

owned cooperative and stand out 

as a leader in workplace 

democracy.  

Ren School will hold its annual 

fundraiser in the spring, but 

giving is always welcome.   

www.renaissanceschoolportland.

org/giving. 

fundraising@portlandrenschool.org 

Volunteering 

Ren School is lucky enough to 

have such low ratios that we do 

not rely on parent volunteers in 

the same way that many other 

schools do out of necessity. 

However, many parents have 

asked if they can volunteer for 

fieldtrips or other outings. If you 

are interested, please email 

Adam Heller 

(adamattheedge@gmail.com) 

and he will add you to a list for 

when there are opportunities.  
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Updates: The Building, Science Lab and Outdoor Space 

Our school has been given the green light to move upstairs after the completion of two E-

occupancy requirements!  We have already added the 

new stalls in our second level bathrooms and now we are 

working toward agreement with electricians for the 

installation of the requisite lights.  The city decided — 

aided by the incredible research of our architect Elizabeth 

Williams and interior designer Jenny Baines (parent) — to 

eliminate the earlier requirements of an elevator, the 

redesign of support beams, and the addition of ramps, 

which all would have added enormous costs to the 

project. We will also add carpet to the first classroom 

spaces upstairs to make it safer and easier on young, 

unshod feet.  We are thrilled!  Amazing what the effort of 

determined people can do! 

Once we move upstairs, the lower floor classrooms will be 

reconfigured.  We will create a new arrangement that 

allows the ballroom to be used more often throughout the 

day by locating the adjacent classrooms elsewhere. In our 

tentative plans, that will free those rooms to become a community space for science, technology, 

and specific instruction.  Equipment and furniture needed to support analytical instruction and 

engineering will be housed in that area for community and class use.  Thank you to all our families 

who donated to the science and technology fund last year, we will now have a space for all those 

microscopes and newly purchased tablets! We have also been 

using donations to fund content and elective classes with 

experts in the sciences. 

Last spring our families contributed funds for the creation of an 

outdoor space that inspires play, restful contemplation, and 

learning.  The possibilities are endless and the layers we 

envision are fanciful as well as structurally safe.  The process 

includes experts in the areas of gardening, building, and 

environmental planning.  Our children are part of the research 

teams.  This spring we will add to the layers of "fall" material 

under the play structure.  Elder designers will interview 

youngers and create dream plans for a tree house.  Advanced 

designers and mathematicians will draw up plans, and our very 

capable carpenters, under the tutelage of an adult 

contractor/builder, will complete the process of installation.  We 

will also benefit from the plantings and planters developed by 

another cross-age group of horticulturalists.  We look forward to a bloom, in research, applied 

skills, and excitement as our first layers blossom and become the foundation for a magical 

landscape! 
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Faculty Perspective 
What is the framework for our curriculum?  
By Susan Dunn and Sally Wells 

Such a huge question!  We certainly invite you to grab a cup of coffee and make time to really 

delve deeply with us…  we LOVE the conversation.  Meanwhile, we will attempt a cursory 

explanation of a very expansive subject. 

We are fully developed in our capacity for a broad age span.  Our first six years are divided into 

three, two-year bands, while our last three years are a single unit.  We began with a framework 

used by the International Years Primary Programs.  The broad questions that define that 

framework are addressed each year, using topics that benefit children's developmental levels and 

interests.  There are six such over-arching question or themes that are easily connected to science, 

social studies, and the arts.   

• Who are we?   

• Where are we in place and time? 

• How do we organize? 

• How do we communicate? 

• How do we share the planet? 

• How does it work? 

Being a school that is based on inquiry, we added another 

opportunity to more fully support science (lab and field).   

In each broad brushstroke, we have identified a number of enduring 

concept themes to be learned (e.g. conflict and resolution, patterns, 

systems, cycles, interdependence, etc.). We also included major 

essential understandings to emphasize with each theme. From there, 

we have listed a growing number of case studies in which we can observe, develop, and apply our 

skills and knowledge. Case studies include Westward Movement, insects, magnetism, genetics, 

and The Renaissance. Sometimes, within one larger frame, we choose to study several examples 

for comparison and contrast or to include the diverse interests of our learners.  The more case 

studies, the more broadly the enduring concept and essential elements can be examined and 

understood, and then reapplied elsewhere.   

Finally, we have been developing the instructional strategies, 

documentation, assessment, resources, materials, and field trips that 

assure we are reaching different means of learning and 

presentation.  Our evolving guide is displayed on the board in our faculty 

meeting area, along with plans and visual reminders of previous 

work.  We have purchased a rotating poster display to house our 

documentation of studies to inform and inspire our future work.  It is our 

intent to create varied formats to collect and share our curriculum stories 

as we continue this very dynamic work of translating skills and conceptual 

development into the daily lives and learning of our scholars.    
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    Student Perspective 

Chimpanzees 
By Celia Connor-Smith and Chloe Karnes (with help from Abby Taylor and Bella Mounsey) 

Our story began in a car, but that is not exactly where it started for the chimpanzees.  Twelve years 

ago, Keith LaChappelle read an article in Discovery Magazine about chimpanzees and biomedical 

research labs where chimps are captive and bred for the testing of potential human medications.  

Some sources even believe that research in these labs is pointless due to the different molecular 

configuration of chimpanzees and humans.  Keith read that chimps needed homes after they were 

released from the labs. He considered using his skills as a 

construction manager to build them a sanctuary.  After 

meeting Billy Jo, a chimpanzee who was abused and used 

for medical research and who now has a safe home, Keith 

knew it was time to make a change for the better.  Seven 

years later, the sanctuary was born. 

For our Edge Project, we started to learn more and more 

about chimpanzees.  Jane Goodall was especially important 

in our study, having lived with, studied, and written a book 

about chimpanzees in the wild.  She is a leading authority in 

chimp behavior.  Knowing chimps outside of zoos or 

sanctuaries is one of the best ways to understand their 

needs and how to help them.  Having read and discussed 

this information, we began the trip to Cle Elum.   

When we got there, we were greeted by Ellie Elk, a 

neighborhood "pet."  Northwest Chimpanzee Sanctuary is 

attempting to "undomesticate" her after she was separated 

from her gang.  This inspired us— that this non-profit 

organization would go out of its way to help this animal in need.  Later, we were touched by the 

chimpanzees and their quirks, such as Foxie who loves troll dolls and Jody who makes nests with 

any materials she can get her hands on.  Before our trip, we learned about each of the chimps, 

their unique personalities, and what would make each of their lives a little happier.  We put 

together a collection of gifts for each of the inhabitants.   

We were given a tour of the whole place.  Then we learned about how the sanctuary came to be.  

We got to see all of the chimps in their habitats.  We came to learn, watch, protect, and inspire.  

We met all of our goals and hope to go back again one day.  We are thinking about leading an 

effort to raise money to donate to the sanctuary so they can continue their work and help more 

chimps.  

We appreciate the time we were given to visit at the sanctuary and our drivers who took us.  And 

of course, thanks goes to our wonderful teacher, Cheryl Meehan, who made it all possible.  
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Faculty Profile: Adam Heller 

After a detour through a career editing films, television, and 

other assorted media, Adam Heller returned to a long-standing 

interest in education. A lifelong exposure to an assortment of 

classroom environments and models brought him to study the 

varied approaches of Portland schools. He came to Renaissance 

at the end of the school’s second year as a volunteer through the 

MAT program at Lewis & Clark College, and has continued to be 

a part of the school’s growth and spirit. Adam’s true passion at 

Renaissance is embedded in the school’s ability to find ways of 

harmonizing different areas of study. He believes that by finding 

creative marriages of ideas, children challenge conventions, 

create insight, and determine how to shape their own learning. When not engrossed in the school, 

Adam holds emeritus status at a local yarn shop, where he can be found knitting and weaving. He 

also enjoys photographing and charting muddy paths in order to plot warm weather motorcycle 

rides for a dealership. 

 

Day Outdoor Spruce-Up  
Greetings, fair denizens of the Glass Castle! As the year progresses, we begin to turn our thoughts 

to the care and feeding of the grounds in preparation for spring. In that light, we would like to 

invite you to join with us in tidying the grounds on 

Saturday, March 14 from 10 am - 2 pm.  

Our resident House Elf, Nik, will be present, and we 

encourage you to consider this a family event where 

all folks who are interested in and willing to get a little 

dirty are very welcome! Please come dressed in 

clothing appropriate for outdoor work, including 

gloves. If you have them, please bring rakes, spades, 

or other yard tools. Last year was a lot of fun, even 

though we did get rained on  — dress for an Oregon 

spring! 

Snacks, and pies, of course (in honor of the day) will be available, and we encourage you to bring 

something, too. Questions? Contact Nik at NikAtTheEdge@gmail.com 

  

Ren School Facebook Page 
A Renaissance School of Arts and Sciences Family Group is a closed group where community 

members can post events, articles, and other things of interest. Invitations to join are sent at 

enrollment. For questions, contact Fahti Yamin, fahtiyamin@gmail.com. 
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      Events and Notes  
 
Renaissance School Contacts 

Absences: email your child’s literacy,  

    numeracy and welcome group teachers 

Community Interest: for events that you want  

    to share with the Ren community you can  

    email here: 

   communityattheedge@gmail.com 

Billing: Sylvan Zimmerman, Bookkeeper,     

     booksattheedge@gmail.com 

Electives, specialists, Spring Break Hiatus:    

     Adam Heller, Jr. Director,  

     adamattheedge@gmail.com 

Registration, tours, records, general  

    questions: Lisa Ortiz, Administrative  

    Assistant, lisaattheedge@gmail.com 

Big Concerns and Questions: Susan Dunn  

    and Sally Wells, Directors,  

    susanattheedge@gmail.com   

    sallyattheedge@gmail.com 

 
Renaissance Community Forum 

The next RCF (adult only event) will be held 

Wednesday, Feb. 18th from 6-8, with potluck 

starting at 5:30. Topics will include: 

• Upstairs update 

• Understanding Ren Report Cards 

• Ren School Curriculum, Part II: See it is 

action 

• Parent-to-parent round table discussions 

on social and academic topics 

 

Lunch Orders  
The folks at Ross Island Grocery and Deli are 

offering very tasty lunches for $5, but need 10-

12 orders/day to sustain the service, which 

includes delivery.  We've only had a few orders,  

so unless we have more, we’ll lose this 

community connection.  

 
Parking Lot Etiquette 

Just a reminder that the parking lot spaces are 

for faculty and staff. The lot is not to be used for 

pick up and drop of. Please do not block the 

parking lot entrance at any time. The 

handicapped parking spot is only for use by 

drivers with a valid permit. Thank you.  

 

Waterknot Presents: Ink on Paper 

Waterknot Design (Jenn Pagliaro and Josh 

Nusbaum’s letterpress and design studio) invite 

you to “Reviving the Art of Letter Writing” at 

Cyril’s at Clary Pigeon Winery (815 SE Oak St.).  

On Saturday, Feb. 7th from 6-9pm, come buy a 

drink or menu item, get a free letterpress-

printed card (with a stamp), and write a letter — 

a real one.  

For more info, check out 

Facebook.com/waterknotpress/events or email 

Jenn directly at jenn@waterknot.com 


